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August 10, 2017

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Dr. James Llorens, Audit Committee Chairman
Casey Cashio, Audit Committee Member
Marsha Hanlon, Audit Committee Member
Scott Wilson, Audit Committee Member

FROM:

Barbara Baughman
Auditing Manager

SUBJECT:

POLICE EVIDENCE DIVISION AUDIT

Attached is the report on our audit of the Police Evidence Division. The purpose of the audit was to assess
controls over evidence processing and storage and to evaluate the accuracy and completeness of the
evidence database.
We discussed our findings and recommendations with Baton Rouge Police Department (BRPD) staff in two
exit conferences. Their response is included in Chapter Four of the report. The Internal Auditing Division
will conduct a follow-up review in approximately one year. The results of the follow-up review will be
reported to the Audit Committee.
We would like to thank the BRPD administration and staff, particularly the Evidence Division staff, for their
cooperation and assistance during the audit.

Barbara Baughman
Auditing Manager
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CHAPTER ONE - BACKGROUND, OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, &
METHODOLOGY
BACKGROUND
The Evidence Division is part of the Criminal Investigations Bureau of the Baton Rouge Police
Department (BRPD). The Evidence Division is responsible for the collection, storage, cataloguing,
and disposition of all evidence seized by or turned into the Police Department.
The Evidence Division currently employs six people. Three employees are police officers and
three are civilians including two evidence technicians and a clerical specialist.
As of July 2015, the evidence database recorded 415,867 pieces of evidence while the Evidence
Division actually had 218,842 pieces of evidence on hand. Other evidence had been released,
destroyed, forfeited, or returned to the owner. The Evidence Division obtains roughly 26,000
pieces of evidence a year.
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OBJECTIVE
The objective of the audit was to determine the adequacy of internal control procedures associated
with evidence processing and storage and evaluate the accuracy and completeness of the evidence
database.

SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY




Interviewed Police personnel to determine processes and related controls;
Reviewed state statutes, departmental policies, and best practices to determine if internal
controls are adequate for evidence collection, transfer, and storage;
Performed a walkthrough of the evidence storage area to observe physical controls and
storage; and
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Examined evidence to verify the existence and to evaluate the accuracy and completeness
of the database through the following:
o Compared a sample selected from the Evidence Division database to evidence in
the storage area;
o Compared a sample selected from evidence in the storage area to the Evidence
Division database;
o Verified that disposed or released evidence was no longer in the evidence storage
area and reviewed documentation supporting the disposition; and
o Traced evidence listed as “checked out” to responsible party.

Auditors did not verify the contents of the evidence packages by opening the bags. Auditors
compared the system data to the descriptions on the evidence package and barcode label. Auditors
also checked each package for signs of tampering.
Auditors selected a judgmental sample of thirty cases, resulting in 145 pieces of evidence, and
tested controls over chain of custody including:
o Lag time between collection, transfer, and storage; and
o Documented evidence transfer process and evaluated controls over the process.
Confirmed that all payments from the Escrow Account (001..240094) between January 1, 2015
and February 2, 2016 matched the initial deposit into the Escrow Account.
Verified that all forfeited funds received from the District Attorney’s Office were for the correct
amount.
Scope Limitation
Internal Auditing encountered a condition during the audit testing that resulted in a scope
limitation. The Police Department restricted Internal Auditing’s access to the ADSI system (officer
reports) when selecting a sample for testing. The officer reports used in the Chain of Custody
testing had to be obtained from the Police Department Legal Advisor. Much of the information in
the reports had been redacted. In some cases, Internal Auditing requested reports for a second time
due to missing information. As a result, we cannot be assured that complete information was
provided by the Police Department.
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CHAPTER TWO - AUDIT OBSERVATIONS
STORAGE AND DISPOSITION SAMPLE RESULTS
Internal Auditing selected three samples of evidence to verify the existence, proper coding, proper
location and accuracy of data in the system. The samples included high risk items such as narcotics,
firearms, and currency. The results are as follows:
Evidence System to Shelf Sample (60 sample items)
The majority of items were located or their disposal was confirmed. One evidence package
checked out by District Attorney’s Office staff could not be located, however, it was checked out
in 1996. Evidence Division staff said that evidence cases are closed in the system only if the
following occurs: 1) property is returned to the owner, 2) there is a court order to release the
evidence, 3) the evidence is forfeited, or 4) the evidence is destroyed.
Disposed Evidence Sample (25 sample items)
Auditors confirmed that all items were no longer on the shelf and were listed as destroyed in the
system.
Shelf to System Sample (60 sample items)
Auditors confirmed that all items were properly coded in the evidence system.

CHAIN OF CUSTODY SAMPLE RESULTS
For 23 of 145 evidence items (or nine of thirty cases), officers did not turn in evidence in the three
day period required by Police General Order No. 3051. It states, “It is the policy of this department
to place evidence/property into the evidence room within seventy-two (72) hours of receipt.” One
item, a black IPhone, was not turned into the Evidence Division for 120 days. A bag containing
three doses of Buspirone, an antianxiety drug, was not placed into evidence for sixteen days. In
another case involving drugs, bags containing cocaine and marijuana were not turned in for seven
days.
Five pieces of evidence were turned in to the Evidence Division but were not listed in the arresting
officer’s report. Two pieces of evidence, a drawing and DVD, were listed on the arresting officer’s
report but were not in the evidence system.
The Evidence Division staff picked up evidence from the drop boxes on the same or next day
(excluding weekends and holidays).

1 As of June 2, 2016, General Order No. 305 was revised to require officers to deposit evidence in an evidence drop
box before the end of his/her shift. A supervisor can give permission to turn in evidence on the next calendar day in
certain circumstances.
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Recommendations:
All BRPD officers should turn in evidence to the Evidence Division in accordance with the time
frames in General Order No. 305.
BRPD officers should list all evidence collected in their reports. BRPD supervisors should review
officers’ reports for completeness.

CONTROLS OVER CHECKED OUT EVIDENCE
BRPD does not have policies or procedures to ensure that evidence is properly admitted in court
or returned for destruction or disposal. Intra-Divisional Procedure No. 506/99-4 on checking out
evidence only addresses non-commissioned personnel. This is a repeat finding from the 2000
Evidence Division Audit.
According to Evidence Division staff, officers can check out evidence only if they have a subpoena
while detectives can check out evidence for analysis or review. As of June 3, 2016, 272 pieces of
evidence were checked out of the Evidence Division by BRPD officers and detectives.
A sample showed that some of the evidence had been checked out for as long as 796 business days.
Evidence items checked out included numerous firearms, currency, jewelry, wallets and purses,
and a television. Also, the Evidence Division staff did not always use codes consistently (ex. CLOUT for evidence at the Louisiana State Police (LSP) Crime Lab vs. CL-OUT DET). In one case,
the detective did not follow departmental procedures for evidence submittals to the LSP Crime
Lab.
Standard 4.4 of the International Association for Property and Evidence Professional Standards
addresses the external movement of evidence. It states the following:
The external movement of evidence needs to be closely monitored to ensure
that it is returned in a timely manner. Items that are signed out for court
should be returned by the end of business on the same day unless it is received
by the court as an exhibit. Evidence that is not returned should be inquired
about on the next business day. When evidence has been entered as a court
exhibit, policy should require that the evidence be signed for by an official
court representative and the receipt returned to the property officer.
Departmental policy should also provide directives for any officer signing out
evidence for investigative purposes as to whether the item can be stored
outside the evidence room for what length of time, and how it should be
secured to protect its integrity.
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Recommendations:
BRPD should implement a policy tracking the movement of evidence outside of the Evidence
Division. The policy should address the following:
 Who may check out evidence,
 For what purpose evidence can be checked out,
 The time period that evidence can be checked out,
 How the evidence will be stored outside of the Evidence Division, and
 Follow-up procedures for the Evidence Division staff for unreturned evidence.
BRPD should develop an interface with the FileOnQ systems used by the District Attorney’s Office
and the Clerk of Court’s Office to track the transfer of evidence and completed legal proceedings.
In the exit conference, Evidence Division staff said that an interface was completed but
information only flows one way. The interface does not provide information on completed legal
proceedings.

UNTIMELY DISPOSITION OF EVIDENCE
The Evidence Division does not dispose of evidence in a timely manner. According to 2015
Evidence Division statistics, they took in 24,655 items but only released 6,639. Eventually, the
warehouse will become overcrowded and there will be the potential for lost or damaged evidence.
The Commission on Accreditation of Law Enforcement (CALEA) standard 84.1.7 states “Final
disposition of found, recovered, and evidentiary property is accomplished within six months after
legal requirements have been satisfied.”
BRPD evidence procedures do not outline a process for tracking legal procedures or specify how
often disposition reviews will take place. Evidence Division staff said that in order to dispose of
evidence, they must receive a court order from City Court or District Court. However, BRPD is
responsible for initiating the court orders. They estimated that they have not received a court order
from District Court in six or seven years.
According to a District Attorney’s Office representative, they sent procedures to BRPD about the
evidence disposition process in 2012 and 2014.
Recommendations:
BRPD should develop guidelines and procedures with the City Prosecutor and District Attorney’s
Office to dispose of evidence in a timelier manner. The Evidence Division should assign tentative
destruction dates in the evidence database in accordance with time frames developed by the
prosecutors.
BRPD should also develop an internal process for continuous evidence disposition. The process
should clearly assign responsibility, establish goals, and establish time frames. BRPD
Administration should verify that the department’s evidence disposition goals are met.
In the exit conference, Evidence Division staff said a system update would be necessary to assign
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destruction dates. Also, they are developing a Destruction, Disposal, or Return (DDR) process.

UNTIMELY DEPOSIT OF CASH EVIDENCE INTO ESCROW ACCOUNT
The Evidence Division staff did not make Escrow account deposits in a timely manner. Deposits
are made once a month rather than when the cash evidence is collected. The International
Association for Property and Evidence (IAPE) Standard 10.3 says that money requires the highest
level of controls. City-Parish policy requires that deposits be made on a daily basis or when receipts
exceed $100. Also, in the 2010 City-Parish Management Letter, the external audit firm
recommended weekly deposits. At the time, the Police Department agreed to make more deposits
but did not specify the frequency.
The Evidence Division staff said it would be difficult to make weekly deposits because of the
requirement that all deposits be made with an Internal Affairs investigator. Additionally, IntraDivisional Procedure 506/99-4 requires that Internal Affairs notify officers of cash count
discrepancies so that a supplemental report can be completed. The Internal Affairs staff also
mentioned the time demands from their required work at the Evidence Division.
BRPD should consider having an officer from another division verify the cash and accompany the
deposit. There are two security cameras in the count room that record the deposit preparation. The
video feed from one camera goes to the Chief of Detectives and Internal Affairs is obtaining access
to the video feed also. BRPD Accounting staff would be responsible for verifying that the deposit
slip from the bank matches the Cash Receipt Deposit Slip prepared by the Evidence Division
officer.
Recommendation:
The Evidence Division staff should deposit cash evidence more frequently.

ESCROW DEPOSITS
Recording and Reconciliation Issues from 2010 Management Letter
Evidence cash is recorded in the financial system only when deposited rather than upon submission
to the Evidence Division. Additionally, the Evidence database has not been reconciled to the
Escrow account in the financial system. The external audit firm reported both of these issues in
the 2010 City-Parish Management Letter. They said the adoption of such procedures would reduce
the risk of cash misappropriation and result in timelier financial reporting.
As of November 2016, the Escrow account balance is over $3,680,000. The balance has grown
131% in the last five years. According to BRPD Accounting staff, there is no consolidated list of
every file number/case making up the balance of the Escrow account. They look up each Escrow
account case according to the deposit date. Additionally, they do not have records for cases prior
to 1997.
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Confirmation of Original Deposit
Auditors confirmed that all payments from the Escrow account for the sample period had a
corresponding initial deposit. From the backup documentation, we could determine that the
Evidence Division staff routinely confirms the initial deposit before processing the payment
voucher.
In three of 98 releases or forfeitures, the amount paid from the Escrow account was less than the
original deposit. Balances totaling $1,387 remained in the Escrow account. As mentioned
previously, the Escrow account is never reconciled to the Evidence database so the full extent of
the problem is unknown.
When asked how the Evidence Division eventually clears the balances in the Escrow account, the
staff said that it’s the responsibility of the District Attorney’s Office. However, all escrow account
records are maintained by the City-Parish and the District Attorney’s Office does not have access.
Recommendations:
The Evidence Division staff should deposit cash evidence more frequently so that it will be
recorded in the financial system in a timely manner.
BRPD Accounting should do a one-time reconciliation of the Escrow account from 1997 forward.
Then, they should reconcile the cash recorded in the evidence database to the Escrow account on
a quarterly basis.
The Police Legal Advisor should request a corrected Judgment of Forfeiture for cash balances
remaining in the escrow account.

SEPARATION OF DUTIES
BRPD has not properly separated cash-handling duties among the Evidence Division staff. The
Evidence Division lieutenant has custody of the cash, maintains the Evidence Division records for
the cash, prepares the Cash Receipt Deposit Slip, transports the deposit to the bank, and receives
the deposit receipt from the bank. BRPD Accounting receives the original documentation but they
do not have access to the Evidence System in order to verify the correct amount was deposited.
There are compensating controls such as the evidence bags are only opened with an Internal Affairs
officer present. There are security cameras in the room. Also, the Internal Affairs officer
accompanies the lieutenant and the deposit to the bank. However, the compensating controls would
not detect any changes to evidence and deposit records.
The Evidence Division lieutenant has administrator rights in FileOnQ which allows him to add,
modify, and delete folders, queries, and documents. He can also add Item Notes Log entries.
Recommendations:
BRPD should require an officer not involved in the deposit preparation to transport the deposit to
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the bank. The bank’s deposit slip should be taken directly to BRPD Accounting by the Internal
Affairs officer.
The BRPD Administration should verify that Evidence Division staff do not have permissions on
FileOnQ which would allow them to modify records without detection.

CASH EVIDENCE VERIFICATION
Currently, there is no second count of cash evidence by a supervisor as required by General Order
No. 305. It states, “Any amount over $100.00 must be counted in the presence of a supervisor who
must also sign the evidence bag on the reverse side, in the lower left hand corner. During business
hours, the money will be submitted directly to the Evidence Division.” Since the officers take the
cash to the Evidence Division before placing it in the evidence envelope, the supervisors may not
have an opportunity to count the cash.
We pulled a random sample of evidence bags from the safe to determine if supervisors were
signing to acknowledge a second count of the cash evidence. Only one of nineteen bags had a
supervisor’s signature. The one bag with the supervisor’s signature was an older bag type that is
no longer used.
Additionally, BRPD is not monitoring cash discrepancies by officer. In the April 2015 Escrow
deposit, four evidence bags were found to have cash discrepancies. The actual amount deposited
was $110 more than recorded on the evidence bags. However, two of the discrepancies were by
the same officer for a total ($10) difference. In a 2011 case, there was a $1,620 cash count
discrepancy.
Intra-Divisional Procedure No. 506/99-4 says that the officer who submitted the cash will be
notified by Internal Affairs and the officer must complete a supplemental report. We confirmed
that Internal Affairs does send a letter but they do not keep a comprehensive schedule by officer
or amount.
Recommendations:
The Evidence Division staff should immediately notify supervisors of cash evidence turned in
without a supervisor’s acknowledgement of a second count. In the exit conference, Evidence
Division staff said they are rejecting cash evidence bags without the supervisors’ initials. The
next order of evidence bags will include a pre-printed signature line for supervisors.
Additionally, Internal Affairs should track the cash discrepancies by officer to determine frequency
and materiality.
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EXCESSIVE CASH ON HAND
Cash/Currency in Walk-In Safe
On May 26, 2016, the Evidence Division had $658,224 in the walk-in safe. The total was made
up of eight 2016 evidence bags, seven of which were over $20,000 each. The largest amount was
$436,240 collected in April 2016. Evidence Division staff could not explain the delay in
depositing these large dollar amounts.
A recheck on November 1, 2016 showed that $617,923 of the original total still remained in the
walk-in safe. The $436,240 was approved for deposit by the District Attorney’s Office in July
2016, however, $431,760 was not deposited until November 15, 2016.2 In the exit conference,
Evidence Division staff explained that the approval letter had been attached to a wrong
document by a former employee, therefore, they did not know about the approval letter.
The District Attorney’s Office said their policy is for cash evidence to be photographed and
deposited immediately unless the cash is the actual evidence (ex. counterfeit bills). However,
BRPD’s internal policy (506/99-4 V-Cash Handling Guidelines, Section B) says that amounts
greater than ten thousand dollars will require authorization from the District Attorney’s Office
before being deposited.
Found Property
As of June 2, 2016, the Evidence Division had $24,402 in the found property safe. No found
property deposits were made in the years 2012 – 2015. Evidence staff deposited $1,675 in July
2016. Before July, the most recent deposit of $2,334 was made in December 2011.
BRPD General Order 305 and Intra-Divisional Procedure No. 506/99-4 III-Disposition of Property
says that Evidence technicians will attempt to locate the owner of the found property. If
unsuccessful, the property shall be held for at least 90 days then it will be destroyed, released to a
charitable organization or put into service within the department. However, in V-Cash Handling
Guidelines, Section F, the procedure states “Unclaimed Cash – from found or personal property
will be held for thirteen months.”
In the exit conference, Evidence Division staff said they have begun making found property
deposits. They deposited approximately $19,300 in April and May 2017.
Undeposited Cash
In July 2011, BRPD officers turned in $209,370 from one case to the Evidence Division. The
District Attorney’s Office did not approve the deposit of this money saying that they needed a
large amount of evidence for hearing and trial. Because of the large size, the Evidence Division
had to rent a safe deposit box at a local bank where it stayed until forfeiture in 2014. The cash was
never presented in trial.

2 When preparing the deposit, the Evidence staff’s count was $4,480 less than the amount documented on the
evidence box. It was determined that the Narcotics Division’s machine double-counted some bills as documented
by the serial number record.
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Recommendations:
BRPD should immediately photograph or video tape cash evidence and then deposit it in
accordance with the District Attorney’s policy.
BRPD should develop consistent guidelines and procedures to deposit and dispose of found
property in a timely manner.

FORFEITED FUNDS NOT TRACKED
BRPD is not tracking the return of forfeited funds from the District Attorney’s Office. The current
process for releasing forfeited funds involves BRPD sending a check to the District Attorney’s
Office for all funds associated with a case once a Judgment of Forfeiture is received. The District
Attorney’s Office then sends back a check to BRPD for their portion of the distribution (usually
60%). Neither BRPD Accounting nor the Narcotics Division tracks the checks to assure that the
correct amount of funds are returned. Auditors confirmed that BRPD received all forfeited funds
from the District Attorney’s Office in 2015 and the amounts were correct.
Recommendation:
BRPD Accounting n should maintain a schedule of all payment vouchers releasing forfeited funds
so they can verify that the District Attorney’s Office returns the Police Department’s portion
accurately and in a timely manner.
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CHAPTER THREE – EXIT CONFERENCES
An exit conference to discuss audit observations was held on June 6, 2017 with the following
persons attending: Todd Lee, Captain; Horacio Nunez, Lieutenant; Barbara Baughman, Auditing
Manager; Carol Marcantel, Chief Auditor; John Lewis, Student Auditor.
A second exit conference was held at Police Headquarters on June 21, 2017 with the following
persons attending:
Baton Rouge Police Department
John Windham, Captain
Tim Browning, Captain
Robert McGarner, Lieutenant
Britt Jones, Officer
Megan Tullier, Accounting Associate
Alicia Elam, Business Manager
Horacio Nunez, Lieutenant
Todd Lee, Captain

Internal Auditing Division
Barbara Baughman, Auditing Manager
Carol Marcantel, Chief Auditor
John Lewis, Student Auditor
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CHAPTER FOUR – AUDIT RESPONSE
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